BEACHFRONT BLISS WITH A CONTEMPORARY TWIST.

Make a dash for sun-ﬁlled days of tropical bliss at
AVANI Hua Hin. Choose your playground, from pool
access suites so you can hop right into the water, to
Jacuzzi hideouts, to a pool villa steps from the beach.
Run wild on long stretches of silky sand. Take a night
out on the town, snacking on street eats as you go.
Recharge surﬁng the waves or just chilling in the sea
breeze with a mojito in hand.

With 196 rooms in 9 different conﬁgurations dotted
across manicured beachfront lawns, ﬁnd the perfect ﬁt
for your getaway. Hole up in a Jacuzzi room for two.
Take over prime real estate with friends in a
two-bedroom pool villa. Keep the kids happy with
all-day suite access to the cool lagoon pool.
All rooms, suites and villas feature contemporary
décor of light woods and tropical colour bursts. Enjoy
supreme comfort with the latest technology and sea
breezes from your outdoor lounger. Villa guests also
enjoy all-day lounge access at AVANICLUB.

AVANI Deluxe Room (33-41 SQM)
AVANI Deluxe Jacuzzi Room (70 SQM)
AVANI Deluxe Pool Access Room (41 SQM)
AVANI Garden View Suite (72 SQM)
AVANI Pool Access Suite (72 SQM)
AVANI Pool Villa (188 SQM)
AVANI Lagoon Pool Villa (188 SQM)
AVANI Two Bedroom Lagoon Pool Villa (268 SQM)
AVANI TWO Bedroom Sea View Pool Villa (268 SQM)

OCEANFRONT FEASTING
Dig your toes into the sand with relaxing views of the Gulf as you
dine on Italian favourites and local ﬁshermen’s seafood. Lounge
poolside with a cocktail in hand. Grab a snack to go from the
gourmet deli. Munch on creative Creole bites.

BREZZA
Watch the ﬁshermen come to shore to deliver the day’s local
catch. From sea to table, dine on grilled swordﬁsh and jumbo
prawns prepared in traditional Italian style. A ﬁne selection of
pastas and risottos are also on offer. Salute!

STAA’S
Enjoy a breezy breakfast with a full buffet spread and live cooking
stations. Select from a wide range of favourites for lunch and
dinner, including tasty Thai appetisers, salads and things between
bread, spicy curries, pastas and pizzas, and chargrilled fresh
seafood.

BLUE BISCUIT
Kick back with live jazz performances in a sophisticated evening
venue. Sip on rare spirits sourced from all corners of the globe,
or puff on a ﬁne Cuban cigarillo. Sample a creative menu of
Creole-infused tapas and light bites to keep you going all night
long.

TERRACE BAR
Take in the sea breeze over a light bite of salads, soups and
sandwiches. Recharge with a morning coffee or afternoon
smoothie. Open until the late hours, wind down after a fun-ﬁlled
day with evening cocktails and a starlit sky.

PANTRY AT AVANI
AVANI’s signature gourmet deli offers espressos to go,
cold-pressed juices, and a selection of panini and freshly baked
pastries for that perfect picnic you’ve always wanted to take.
Stock up on your favourite snacks from morning till night.

AQUA
Drink up, wet and gloriously sun-kissed. Order
all-day ice-cold drinks without leaving your cabana,
or take a seat in the shade at the bar terrace.
Snack on panini and pastas or order another side
of fries. Go on, you know you want to.
AVANICLUB
Villa guests enjoy all-day access to the exclusive
AVANICLUB lounge. Feast on a breakfast buffet.
Pop in for afternoon tea with a mountain of
ﬁnger sandwiches and cakes placed in front of
you. Down an evening cocktail or three before
exploring your dinner options.

Relaxation meets wellness at AVANISPA. Choose from a
wide range of massages from aromatherapy to Thai to
Balinese. Beautify from head to toe with tailored facials,
natural body scrubs and soothing, oxidant-rich wraps.

MEETINGS & CELEBRATIONS
Our seaside setting lets you make waves with your event.
AVANI Hua Hin offers the largest ballroom in town, as well
as two acres of landscaped gardens to mingle in, and a
terrace overlooking the Gulf. Host glamorous launches,
formal conferences and intimate gatherings in highly
customisable spaces.
Get out of town for a whirlwind week of romance under the
sun. Get hitched in front of the brilliant waters of the Gulf of
Thailand. Honeymoon in a private pool villa.

PLAYING
Work up a sweat at AVANIFIT. Relax by the pool and
don’t move a muscle, cocktail in hand. AVANI Hua Hin’s
beachfront location means plenty of playing – in the
waves or on shore. Throw caution to the wind and
gallop across the sands or ﬂy kite-high above the waters.

OUT AND ABOUT
Go wild exploring forest waterfalls, mountain temples,
local ﬁsh markets and more. The surrounding landscape
overﬂows with natural beauty and lush golﬁng greens.
Play at waterparks and themed entertainment villages.
Shop till you drop with destination outlets and the
kingdom’s largest ﬂoating market.

AVANI Hua Hin is an easy 2.5-hour drive from
downtown Bangkok. Located just before Klai
Kangwon Palace, the resort’s manicured beachfront
gardens overlook Gulf of Siam sunrises. The centre of
town is 10 minutes away, and the local airport an
easy 8-minute drive.

